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Video: What’s new in Huntington’s disease
research 2012

Watch the video of  Ed Wild’s address to the European Hunt ington’s Associat ion annual meet ing in
September 2012, summarizing how therapies research works and explaining the most excit ing
ways researchers are t rying to study and treat HD.

>> DR ED WILD: So, hello; good af ternoon. My name is Ed, and the reason I have three dif ferent
job descript ions on my t it le slide is because I am very bad at  saying no to things. Part icularly things
to do with Hunt ington’s disease. So, to demyst ify, because that ’s why I’m here, the top one means
that I am a Hunt ington’s disease researcher. The middle one means that I’m a neurologist ; and the
bottom one means that I co-founded HDBuzz with my friend and colleague Jeff  Carroll. What I’m
here today to do is very easy, anyone could do it  and it ’s no problem at all. Simply to explain two
and a half  days of  hardcore science in 50 minutes. So, I’m sure that won’t  be a problem. Needless
to say, what I will have to do is focus on the more excit ing things, the things that are most likely to
be of  interest  and relevance to you guys. Who are either living with Hunt ington’s or you know
someone who is. Or you may be professionals who are involved in the care of  Hunt ington’s
disease pat ients, and families. So what I’ve decided to do, is boil it  down. It ’s been an amazing
meet ing; it ’s been absolutely great. I’m going to t ry and boil it  down to four areas. Hardcore science
areas. The f irst  one is about prevalence, how common is Hunt ington’s disease. The second is
understanding the disease. Sometimes it  may appear that we do a lot  of  staring down
microscopes and describing Hunt ington’s disease, when what we really should be doing is t reat ing
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Hunt ington’s disease. But of  course you can’t  really t reat Hunt ington’s disease unt il you
understand it . While we do clinical t rials and drug trials on one end of  the spectrum, at  the same
time it ’s absolutely essent ial that  we have basic research going on into understanding what
causes the disease. How cells become damaged and so on. Because that ’s how we keep our
research pipeline full and always moving forwards. So some comments on that. Then stem cells I
want to touch on specif ically because I know that everyone wants to know about them, they were
discussed at  some length at  this meet ing. But of  course really the thing that I guess you want to
hear most of  f rom the meet ing is how are we doing with therapies and possible t reatments. That
we hope may slow down the progression of  Hunt ington’s disease, or indeed provide new
treatments for the symptoms of  HD, to give people a better quality of  life for longer. So the bulk of
my talk is actually on therapies. Now I come to review this slide, I realise actually that  I’m doing
therapies as number three and stem cells as number four, so that was really just  to make sure you
were concentrat ing. But f irst , I need to do my characterist ic plug for HDBuzz. Hands up if  you have
heard of  HDBuzz. Excellent . That ’s wonderful. You are clearly some of the best informed people in
the world when it  comes to Hunt ington’s disease. Not because you’ve heard of  HDBuzz but
because you’ve all made the ef fort  to come here to this meet ing. So I’m really pleased that you’ve
heard of  it . Hands up if  you f ind it  useful yourselves. Excellent , well, thank you very much. Actually I
can recognise in the audience several people who represent individual European associat ions who
very kindly donated money in support  of  HDBuzz. It ’s our great pleasure to have that partnership
and to be able to provide the research news. So I won’t  need to spend very long plugging it . In fact
what I really want to do is just  draw your at tent ion to some aspects ñ oh, there’s Jef f . Not sure if
he’s in the gallery ñ no, he’s st ill around somewhere. I want to draw your at tent ion to some
aspects of  HDBuzz that have been relevant to this meet ing. Because we’ve been really putt ing in a
lot  of  ef fort  to t ry and bring this meet ing alive and bring it  to the global HD community through
HDBuzz. So, any Twit ter followers in the audience? Hey, excellent . So we’ve been tweet ing
research updates throughout the meet ing, HDBuzzFeed is our Twit ter handle. We’ve been doing
that in quite some detail. We’ve also been providing updates on Facebook. Then at  the end of
each day we’ve been producing these summary news stories, which are pooled from the Twit ter
feed. They’re up online already if  you go to hdbuzz.net, the English art icles are up. As soon as
they’re up, our army of  t ranslators begin t ranslat ing them into our 12 languages. So, basically every
single science session is covered on HDBuzz in those stories. So if  there’s anything I miss today,
you can always go back to HDBuzz and see what we said about it  during the conference. The
other thing we’ve been doing is the EuroBuzz feature which we were doing at  the end of  each
day, interviewing scient ists, having a bit  of  fun, explaining HD research. Those sessions will be
available hopefully in the next week or so as two videos, which will be up on the HDBuzz site.
We’ve specif ically picked the scient ists who are present ing the research that are most likely to be
useful to you guys, the community members. We’ve helped the scient ists to explain their research
in terms that hopefully pat ients and family members will understand. So those will be up later in the
week. Have I missed anything? No, I think that probably covers it . On the subject  of  t ranslat ion,
though, these are the 12 European languages that HDBuzz is now available in. So make a note of



the country code that corresponds to your language. On the HDBuzz site you have to click on this
lit t le globe icon at  the top of  the page to get the dropdown list  of  languages. This is a very
exclusive sneak preview of  HDBuzz 2, which will be coming hopefully later in the year. It ’s a
redesigned site. A number of  things should be a lot  easier to navigate. But in part icular the
language dropdown box is a lot  more prominent, so hopefully that  will encourage a lot  more
part icipat ion f rom non-English speakers. The other thing we’re doing to t ry and help people who
are brand new to HD research is this ëstart  here’ feature. So if  you or someone you know want to
f ind out about Hunt ington’s disease research but hasn’t  got  a clue where to start . You can send
them to HDBuzz and tell them to click on the ëstart  here’ button. That will talk them through
Hunt ington’s disease, tells them about us. Then we go straight into t reatment research, start ing
with the most excit ing things from the ground up, as we say. So that ’s all pret ty cool. The other
thing is the new version of  HDBuzz will allow you to download PDFs. So if  any of  you have
relat ives or f riends who are interested in f inding out about research but are not online, or don’t  like
using the internet or don’t  use Twit ter, or whatever, you can print  of f  these PDFs. They’re basically
individual factsheets, each one about a research topic. All in plain language. If  you run a support
group or if  you’re a member of  a support  group you can print  as many of  them off  as you’d like; it ’s
all completely f ree of  charge. They’re in all the 12 languages that we have. The HD clinics that you
go to, go along, take some factsheets with you. Maybe tell the clinic organisers that they can get
these PDFs and put them in their clinics. So the more people that read our stuf f  the better. Okay,
so before I go onto present some of the specif ic science that came from this meet ing, because
there were many people in the audience who didn’t  understand a lot  of  what was said. Because
ult imately each scient ist  can only work on a small area of  Hunt ington’s disease. They very of ten
will get  on the stage and present as if  everyone understands everything they already understand,
and all they’re present ing is a few new things. But of  course really we need to t ry and get everyone
up to a certain level of  understanding so that they can then appreciate what ’s been said during the
meet ing. So I want to start  with some basics about how research works, how we do science, and
then we can move onto what ’s new. So, I of ten talk about Hunt ington’s disease research and
f inding ef fect ive t reatments for HD as being a bit  like a voyage up a mountain. In part icular, in the
case of  HD, it ’s sort  of  like a mountain where we don’t  even know how tall it  is. So we don’t  know
how long it ’ll take us to get there. All we know is it ’s hard and it ’s big. We’ve heard the word ëhope’
already, and it ’s a word that ’s used a lot . But people sometimes tell me that they’re sick of  hearing
the word ëhope’, because they’ve been hearing it  for so long and st ill we don’t  have treatments.
But I do think that there is st ill room for hope in the lives of  people living with HD. But what I would
encourage people to have as well as this hope, hope that we will reach the top of  the mountain
behind that cloud, is a dif ferent, or rather special kind of  hope. That I refer to as substant ive hope.
So if  you were trying to climb this mountain, you’d be a bit  bonkers ñ by which, sorry, I do have a
tendency to use strange old-fashioned English words. You’d be a bit  mad if  you thought you could
just  set  of f  one morning and get to the top of  that  mountain behind that cloud. That wouldn’t  be a
good way of  going about it . So my view is that  we need to break the journey down into small
steps. That way we keep the mountain in the back of  our minds, but if  at  any t ime all we’re



worrying about is gett ing up that step and that step and that step, suddenly the journey to the top
of the mountain is a lot  more manageable and a lot  less int imidat ing. We’re also much less likely to
be disappointed if  we wake up one step up instead of  at  the top of  the mountain. So, this is what I
refer to as substant ive hope. What it  means is that  we need someone to f ill in the steps, and
hopefully that ’s what I will do. That ’s what we will cont inue to do through HDBuzz. But I don’t  want
you to lose this overarching sense of  hope, so I’m going to give you f ive big reasons to have hope.
I like to say Hunt ington’s is the most curable incurable brain disorder. Some people don’t  like the
word ëcure’, some people don’t  like the word ëincurable’. I use them both very, very caut iously. I
see that Charles is sit t ing there gent ly fuming. Here’s what I mean by that. Nearly 20 years ago the
gene was discovered, and Hunt ington’s is unusual in that  everyone with that mutat ion gets
Hunt ington’s disease. Everyone with Hunt ington’s disease has the same basic mutat ion. That
immediately gives us a head start  over Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and motor
neurone disease. We know exact ly what we have to do to t reat Hunt ington’s disease. We just
have to get rid of  the ef fects of  this mutat ion. Lots of  t reatments have already worked in animal
models of  Hunt ington’s. So you can put the gene in a mouse or a f ly or a Moomin, for any locals in
the audience. You can give drugs or set  t reatments to those animals and the disease is less bad.
So we know that it ’s t reatable in these animal models. All we need now is a pill that  turns humans
into mice, and then we’ll be f ine. But seriously, we have come a long way. I know it  feels like we
haven’t , because the treatments aren’t  there yet, but  we really are making progress. Number two
sounds a bit  boring and is about the global infrastructure. Unlike many other condit ions, we have
fantast ic organisat ions like EHDN, like the EHA, in America they have a Hunt ington’s study group.
The pat ient  groups are absolutely crit ical, and they’re extremely well organised in Hunt ington’s
disease, because it ’s a family disease and it ’s a community disease. Because of  the way that
interact ing with pat ients moves doctors and professionals, it ’s very rare for a researcher or a
professional to leave the world of  Hunt ington’s disease. Because we want to help you guys. We’re
essent ially in for the long haul. So we’ve got this phenomenal worldwide infrastructure. In addit ion
we have this thing call the CHDI Foundat ion. They don’t  pay my salary, I don’t  take any money
from them. They’re a non-prof it  organisat ion, rather like a drug company, but they solely focus on
drug treatments for Hunt ington’s disease. They’ve put an awful lot  of  money and organisat ion
into that. I really do think that that  strategy… If  anything will succeed, I think that strategy of
behaving like a drug company, like a Pf izer of  a Glaxo, but focusing just  on Hunt ington’s disease, is
the one that will succeed. Talking of  big drug companies, there are big mult i-nat ional, mult l-billion
dollar drug companies that are interested in t reatments for Hunt ington’s disease. At this meet ing
alone we heard from representat ives GlaxoSmithKline and Pf izer ñ huge drug companies. One
thing they have is the money to run clinical t rials, which is otherwise very dif f icult  to come by. They
also have the expert ise to get drugs licensed and marketed. But I think really the fact  that  these
big organisat ions is interested is a sign that the quality of  Hunt ington’s disease research is very
healthy. It ’s like when sharks appear in a sea, it  means that the sea is very clean. I’m not saying that
they’re sharks, but they’re high level predators! OK. And crucially the whole world of  Hunt ington’s
disease and the global community’s expanding. In recent years we’ve seen the South American



network, the Chinese network, and there’s networks popping up all over the world. They’re not
isolated from each other. Essent ially the world is becoming one big Hunt ington’s disease network.
That ’s a huge driver when it  comes to research and driving forward work into t reatments. Number
three is something that we call the golden window of opportunity, and Sarah Tabrizi presented
this slide. Essent ially, you’re born without signs of  the disease. If  you have the gene that causes
Hunt ington’s, at  some point , unless we can come up with t reatments that will delay onset,
symptoms will develop. Before the symptoms begin, though, as many as 20 or 30 years before the
symptoms begin, we know that the brain cells, the neurons, are sort  of  struggling. They’re not
working perfect ly, because of  early, subt le ef fects of  that  mutat ion. However, because we can do
a genet ic test , we can predict  who’s going to go on and develop those symptoms. So if  we can
develop treatments that will relieve some of those pressures on brain cells, we should be able to
push forward the age of  symptom onset. We have that in HD; they haven’t  got  that  in Alzheimer’s
or Parkinson’s, because they have no way of  knowing who’s going to get the disease. That will
help us when it  comes to t reat ing people in the future, but it  also helps us now when it  comes to
studying the disease. I think my numbers might be out; I’ve gone from three to f ive. I’m not doing
very well with numbers today. Having symptoms doesn’t  mean it ’s too late. So that slide was
about prevent ing onset, what about if  you already have symptoms when we develop treatments?
Well, there’s a technique called gene silencing, which I’m going to talk about later. Essent ially it
means you could switch of f  the HD gene. It ’s not possible in humans yet, but  it ’s been done in
many mouse models. Essent ially the mouse is born with the HD gene or the mutat ion, and at  some
point  it  becomes unwell. If  you switch of f  the gene af ter the mouse has become unwell, the mouse
gets better, the symptoms get better. If  you look at  the mouse brain under the microscope, the
damage in the brain cells actually gets better as well. Now, none of  this means that Hunt ington’s is
not aneurodegenerative disease. Brain cells do die, and once they die there’s no bring them back.
But for any person, we’re opt imist ic if  we can slow down the damage in those cells that  people
who already have symptoms may see improvements. Or at  least  may benef it  f rom those
treatments. So having symptoms doesn’t  mean it ’s too late. This is the last  one ñ this is actually
number f ive. Science is cumulat ive. Science is like this glacier. Snow falls at  the top of  it , and each
snowflake doesn’t  make much dif ference. But over years and decades and hundreds of  years, the
weight builds up. Eventually what you end up is this huge structure which can move mountains. To
my mind, that ’s how science works. This brings us back to these lit t le steps of  substant ive hope.
Each step takes us a lit t le bit  closer. Each day we know a bit  more than we did the day before, and
tomorrow we’ll know a bit  more. Okay, very brief  diversion to how drugs develop. Because this I
think gives an idea of  why it  takes such a long t ime. This is what I’ve ment ioned already, the drug
development pipeline. Yesterday we heard about t reatments that were all the way through this
pipeline. Essent ially what happens is you have to do a lot  of  work in cells and the lab, and messing
around with chemicals, to put a drug into the pipeline. Once you have a drug, or a target and a drug
that match each other, then you test  it . You test  it  in cells, you test  it  in worms and so on and so
on. Then once it ’s been tested exhaust ively, then you can start  your human trials. Those are



divided into several stages. So f irst  you have to establish in healthy volunteers that the drug is
safe. Then small numbers of  pat ients for safety. Then the big t rials where you f ind out whether the
drug actually works in pat ients or not. It  takes at  least  10 years to get a drug through this pipeline,
and the bottom bit  alone of ten takes around 5 years. So we discovered the gene in ‘93, and that ’s
when really we were able to for the f irst  t ime ident ify possible targets in cells. But there are targets
that we’re just  hearing about this year that are new and excit ing, where those drugs will have to be
developed from scratch. So I think for me the message number one is it  does take a long t ime, but
we are working on it . Number two, the pipeline is full. Right now for Hunt ington’s disease there are
drugs at  the very early stages and there are drugs that are right  about to go into clinical t rials.
There are clinical t rials going on now, make no mistake. There are drug trials happening now in
Europe and in America of  things that we hope will slow down Hunt ington’s. Okay, here comes the
science part . Everybody st ill awake? Excellent . So the f irst  thing I want to talk about is
increased prevalence. So prevalencebasically means how many people are there at  any one t ime in
a part icular populat ion who have Hunt ington’s disease? Michael Hayden spoke about this on the
f irst  day of  the meet ing. When we talk about prevalence we talk about numbers per 100,000 or per
10,000. What this means is that  if  you have 100,000 people in a populat ion, 4 to 6 of  them would
have signs of  Hunt ington’s disease. This is the t radit ional textbook f igures, and it  comes from
studies that were conducted before or around the t ime the gene was f irst  discovered. Now, a lot
has happened since then. We’ve become a lot  more aware of  how to diagnose Hunt ington’s
disease clinically. In other words, if  Hunt ington’s is well known in a family, it ’s fairly easy to pick up.
Because someone says ìOh, my mother had Hunt ington’s disease and I want to have the test .î
But new cases where the family history’s not known or where it ’s emerging for the f irst  t ime, it ’s
previously of ten taken two or three generat ions for those diagnoses to become apparent. But
now I think we’re gett ing a bit  bet ter at  picking them up. People are living longer as well, which
enables the signs of  later onset Hunt ington’s disease to emerge. I think a lot  of  what ’s happening
as well is that  people are simply gradually lif t ing the st igma of  the disease. So that people are more
prepared to talk about it  with their families and with their carers and doctors. So that essent ially
we’re just  a lot  more aware of  cases out there. So the HD Associat ion in the UK spoke to Sir
Michael Rawlins who’s the Chairman of  NICE, which is a health body in the UK. Said ìWe’re told
that there’s 4 to 6 per 100,000. We actually have twice as many people as that already on our
books that we’re caring for. So there’s no way that f igure can be correct .î So Michael Rawlins has
now done a study where he’s looked at  the nat ionwide general pract ice database, and has
produced this f igure of  at  least  12 per 100,000 for Hunt ington’s disease in the UK. Michael
Hayden’s group in Canada did a similar study and have produced a f igure of  up to 15. So it ’s
looking like Hunt ington’s is at  least  twice as common in the populat ion as we thought. This
probably doesn’t  come as a surprise to you guys, because this news basically came from the
community. From families saying ìThere’s no way that Hunt ington’s is as rare as that.î So really
this is basically science vindicat ing what the community’s told us. What it  means is that
governments and health organisat ions need to dedicate more resources to caring for
Hunt ington’s families and pat ients. It  also means that in the future, as the populat ion ages, we



may end up with even more cases of  Hunt ington’s disease. So that ’s something to be aware of .
But moving onto the lab science, as it  were, talking about pathology and treatments. Just  a lit t le
perspect ive, because I’m going to be talking about cells and genes and all that  sort  of  stuf f . This is
an art ist ’s impression of  our galaxy, the Milky Way. It  contains 100,000m stars. If  you mult iply that
number by 100 you get the number of  cells in the human body. So it ’s quite a lot . Each and every
one of  those cells contains our genome, all of  our genes, including two copies of  the Hunt ington
gene. The cell has a nucleus where the DNA is, and a cytoplasm where all the other stuf f  happens.
Cells are basically powered and all the business of  the cell is done by these machines called
proteins. In the nucleus is our DNA, our genes made of  DNA. One gene is a recipe for one protein.
On the way to making the protein this message molecule, called RNA, is manufactured. Then it ’s
used to make a string of  these lit t le blobs called amino acids, and those then assemble into a
protein. In the case of  Hunt ington’s disease, the Hunt ington gene leads to Hunt ington RNA, and
that then leads to the Hunt ington protein. As you know, Hunt ington genet ics, it ’s all about CAG.
We have this repeat of  CAG, these let ters in our gene. Each CAG corresponds to one lit t le building
block called glutamine, which scient ists call the let ter Q. What that does is it  takes this normal
Hunt ington protein, which looks something like that. The CAG bit  is here, or rather all those lit t le
Qs, the glutamines are there. Having too many glutamines in a row changes the shape of  that , but
it  also changes the shape of  the whole protein. So the whole protein changes in shape as a result
of  that  small lengthening of  this glutamine bit . If  you’re a protein then changing your shape will
change your funct ion. Because the funct ioning of  proteins depends on their shape. Which leads to
public enemy number one, which is this, the mutant Hunt ington protein. This is a microscope
picture of  the Hunt ington protein. As you can see, it  forms into these mountain-like blobs
calledaggregates. But we think the poisonous bit  is actually this bit  here, before it  forms into
the aggregate. So this is the cause of  all of  the problems in Hunt ington’s disease, the mutant
Hunt ington protein. It  does loads of  stuf f . It  basically messes up loads of  things that need to
happen for our cells to be happy. Our neurons, unfortunately, suf fer as a result . So that ’s my
Hunt ington’s disease basics 101. What have we learnt  during this meet ing about how that protein
causes harm? Well, for me there were two striking talks. This is Gill Bates f rom London, and she
studies a protein called HDAC 4. Now, HDACs are a family of  enzymes which control which genes
are switched on and of f . HDAC 4 has long been of  interest  when it  comes to a possible t reatment
for Hunt ington’s disease, because the Hunt ington protein messes up the switching on and of f  of
other genes. But Jill has been studying all of  these HDAC enzymes with a part icular emphasis
onHDAC What she’s uncovered is that  it  seems the ef fects of  HDAC that  protect  ñ or that  are to
do with Hunt ington’s disease ñ are actually happening not in the nucleus where the DNA is, but  in
the cytoplasm, where there isn’t  any DNA. So this is a major upheaval in our understanding of  this
important protein. Jill’s lab is now looking into why that might happen. The other talk that  really
fascinated me on the basic science of  Hunt ington’s was by Ray Truant who has been looking at
the structure of  the protein and how it  moves around in cells. He describes the protein as being a
bit  like a slinky, like a spring. It  has lots of  these stretchy bits and it  changes shape. It  may have
something to do with sending signals around the cell based on what shape it  has. In part icular,



Hunt ington’s disease has something to do with the way our cells handle stress.
The polyglutamine that  all of  those extra glutamines in the mutant Hunt ington protein in some
ways seem to be making the Hunt ington protein less able to help the cell deal with stress.
Something about that  glutamine stretch makes the Hunt ington protein less springy. Ray calls it  his
ërusty hinge hypothesis’, which is quite useful. We actually interviewed Ray Truant on stage, so
once the EuroBuzz videos are online at  HDBuzz, you can hear Ray talking direct ly about his
science. In terms that are pret ty easy to understand, I think. Moving on, then, to therapies. How
long have I got  lef t? Some minutes, excellent . I’ll keep going unt il there aren’t  some minutes.
So, gene silencing therapy; hands up if  you’ve heard of  it . I did ment ion it  earlier so you should all
have your hand up, but that  wasn’t  what I was asking. This is one of  the most famous possible
approaches. Basically, if  your house is f looding, it ’s important to mop up the water. But what ’s
most important is turning of f  the tap. Or faucet, if  you’re an American-English speaker. What gene
silencingor Hunt ington lowering therapy basically involves is admit t ing that it ’s very dif f icult  to
change the DNA in all of  our cells. But saying ìWell, maybe if  the Hunt ington RNA gets made but
we can stop that f rom gett ing turned into a protein, then there won’t  be as much of  the mutant
protein hanging around.î It  turns out that  our cells actually have mechanisms already for gett ing rid
of  unwanted RNA. So, all that ’s needed really is to design drugs that st ick to the
Hunt ington RNA and say to the cell ìExcuse me, get rid of  this. What I’m at tached to, get rid of  it .î
It  works, essent ially. It ’s been tested now in a number of  cell models and mouse models of
Hunt ington’s disease. There are a number of  dif ferent approaches to making these molecules, and
the number of  ways of  gett ing them into the brain of  the animal. But basically, every t ime these
Hunt ington lowering approaches have been tried, they have worked in that animal. There’s a t rial
of  this going on right  now in motor neurone disease, also known as ALS, in humans. In the past 12
months ñ and this was discussed at  this meet ing ñ we now have three dif ferent t rials done in
monkeys, which have large brains quite similar to human brains, showing that the drug… You can
get the drug into the brain where it ’s needed, and where the drug lands, the gene is switched of f .
Those monkeys did not, on the whole, experience bad side ef fects f rom this. This is really
happening, guys. So, in the next 12 to 18 months there’ll be at  least  one trial ofgene silencing, the
very f irst  in Hunt ington’s disease in human pat ients. The f irst  t rials will probably happen in America
and they’ll probably involve pat ients with early to moderate Hunt ington’s disease. But very rapidly I
would expect there to be trials happening in Europe as well. We’ve writ ten about this a lot  on
HDBuzz, and these are three art icles that you might want to look at . So all you do is type
hdbuzz.net/ then either 69 or 58 or 23. Once you’re in one gene silencing art icle you can easily
click through to others. A lot  of  people, whenever I speak about gene silencing or Hunt ington
lowering, they want to know how it  works and how it  will actually be in pract ice. Right now the way
it  works is that  these are drugs that are made of  DNA and made of  RNA. If  you take them as a pill
they just  get destroyed by the acid in the stomach, they don’t  get  to the brain. So right  now the
means of  t reatments that all have to be injected into the nervous system. Either into the spinal
f luid at  the base of  the spine, or by direct ly being pumped into the brain or the ventricles that  are in
the middle of  the brain. So, every silver lining has a cloud. These are extremely promising drugs, but



as they are envisaged now, they will involve at  least  inject ions into the spine, possibly inject ions
into the brain. But if  it  works, it  will be worth it . Then there’s the quest ion of  whether we should
turn of f  one gene or both copies of  the gene. So everyone has two copies, and most people with
Hunt ington’s have one normal and one abnormal copy. If  we could turn of f  the one that ’s making
the mutant protein while leaving the other one st ill producing the healthy protein, that  might be
better. That ’s something that ’s being worked on as well. Bev Davidson was the person who
presented this Hunt ington lowering research, and yesterday evening we interviewed her for
EuroBuzz. So, day two of  our EuroBuzz video contains a really nice interview with Bev, who’s one
of the leading lights in the f ield of  Hunt ington lowering. A very funny woman as well, which is
always important. So, a brief  word about what we call post-t ranslat ional modif icat ion. It ’s total
jargon. What it  basically means is that  once a protein’s made in cells, that  protein might need to go
to dif ferent bits of  the cell. It ’s a bit  like delivering a parcel. You st ick a label on it  like a barcode or
an address label on it , and that ’s what cells do, basically. One of  those lit t le tags or labels that ’s
at tached to cells is called acetyl. Doesn’t  matter what it  is or what it ’s called. But basically there’s a
tag that tells the cell to move the protein into this bag of  enzymes which dissolve the protein and
get rid of  it . That is how the cell gets rid of  big proteins like the Hunt ington protein. There’s an
enzyme called sirtuin 1. One of  the things that that  enzyme does is it  gets rid of  these acetyl tags.
So, if  you follow me, what that  enzyme does is it  tells the cells not to get rid of  the protein. So we
wanted to encourage them to get rid of  the bad protein. So what we want to do is decrease the
act ivity of  that  enzyme. There’s a lot  of  going backwards and forwards here. Bottom line is that  if
you can come up with a drug that inhibits this sirtuin 1 enzyme, you should be able to tag these
proteins and tell the cell to get rid of  them. Siena Biotech ñ Andrea Caricasole is the guy who
presented yesterday about this drug ñ has developed an inhibitor of  this drug called Selisistat  ñ
dif f icult  to say with a dry mouth. Selisistat . This enzyme, when he looks at  it  in the lab and in
mouse models for Hunt ington’s, encourages the tagging of  that  protein with that acetyl tag.
Which encourages the removal of  the protein. This drug has had a number of  benef icial ef fects.
We don’t  know whether it  will work in humans, but this is a t rial that ’s going on right  now. It ’s called
the Paddington Study in part . It ’s supported by the EU and by the Euro HD network. The phase 1b
trial completed, Phase 2a just  f inished last  week in Europe. So far the drug appears to be safe. So,
the results of  that  t rial have yet to be analysed. The next step, if  they look good, would be to
move to a larger t rial to see if  it  can actually slow the disease. A brief  word on synapses, because I
want to move on now to something that ’s really cool calledphosphodiesterase inhibit ion. So as
you probably know, signals in the brain are electrical. Our brain cells t ransmit  signals electrically. But
at  the end of  the brain cell there’s a gap. You can see it  here. A gap between the two brain cells,
and that ’s called the synapse. The electrical signal reaches the end, but the signal gets across
the synapse in chemical form. So what that  means is that  in the second cell it  receives a chemical
message, and then it  has to convert  that  to an electrical message for the t ransmission to take
place. So, this is the chemical outside of  the second neuron, and this is the neuron. Basically, the
chemical enters and then a cascade of  signalling happens. So one lit t le thing triggers a big



cascade. Then in the process of  cleaning up that message these enzymes
called phosphodiesterase, or PDE enzymes, come into play. They basically sweep up all of  these
signalling molecules. Now, in Hunt ington’s disease, what ’s been observed is that  the synapses, the
connect ions between the brain cells, work less ef fect ively. One of  the reasons may be that these
PDE enzymes are overact ive, or they’re cleaning up all of  these signalling molecules too early or
too much, which makes the signalling less ef f icient . So, one of  the aims ñ and this has come out
quite recent ly, just  in the past two or three years. There’s been a lot  of  excitement about whether
we could inhibit  these PDE enzymes with a drug, and whether that might improve the funct ioning
of synapses. This is where the drug giants come in, Pf izer and Glaxo, GSK. Pf izer has a drug with
this extremely catchy name, that inhibits a PDE called PDE10. Restores some of the synapt ic
problems in HD, and improves damage to cells in HD mice. They’re working with CHDI to test  these
cells. I have to say that the results that  were presented look really encouraging. This is a drug that
really does seem to be making a dif ference to the funct ioning of  synapses. If  we’re lucky it  may
have more long-standing ef fects as well. Pf izer’s a real drug professional. It  has an extremely
sensible plan for f irst  looking at  pat ients to see whether we f ind the same signalling problems and
then moving forward into a human trial. This is all happening now and it ’s likely to be… The human
studies will be happening next year with a bit  of  luck. And then GSK also has a PDE programme.
The one they’ve chosen to focus on is PDE4. That ’s the name of their drug. You can’t  buy it
online, unfortunately, even if  you can remember the name. Their drug has also shown promising
signalling improvements when they test  it  in cells in a dish. In part icular they’ve not iced that some
of the electrical clues that tell us whether the cells would be good at  learning new things seem to
be improved in the presence of  their drug. They’ve tested it  now in healthy volunteers. There were
some concerns about side ef fects like nausea in healthy volunteers. But they nonetheless plan to
move forward soon into human trials to see whether overall this helps or makes things worse.
We’d be opt imist ic that  it ’ll help. Because of  the excitement, we wrote a Buzz art icle about PDE
inhibitors, which is buzz.net/86. Okay, we’re gett ing there. Oh, this is my impression of  Pf izer and
Glaxo. [Laughter] Dr. Ed Wild: We’re now at a stage where we basically have these two elite
athletes racing towards trying to produce drugs for Hunt ington’s disease. So it ’s a pret ty healthy
situat ion to be in. This was intriguing to me; this is the last  drug that I’m going to talk about.
Buproprion. This was something new that I learned at  this meet ing. Bupropion is also sold as
Wellbutrin. It ’s a drug to help stop people smoking. But apathy is what it ’s being aimed at  in
Hunt ington’s disease. Apathy is when pat ients with Hunt ington’s disease have trouble mot ivat ing
themselves to get out of  bed or to go to work, or to go out and socialise. Sound familiar? Yes. I
hear about it  a lot . It ’s something we really struggle to t reat. So it  would be great if  this works. The
study’s called Act ion! HD and it ’s happening in Germany; it ’s enrolling now. So that was pret ty
excit ing news, and we look forward to hearing what the outcome of that  is. So the f inal thing,
assuming I st ill have some minutes… Two, okay, [Laughter]. The f inal thing, then, is stem cells. Big
headline grabbing things, stem cells. A stem cell is a cell that  can turn into any other cell type. So
they sound amazing, and they are. We all began asstem cells. What stem cells are not is a magic
treatment for Hunt ington’s disease. So you can’t  just  take stem cells, turn them into brain cells,



inject  them into brains and assume that brain cells that  died will be replaced. Unfortunately it
doesn’t  work like that. It ’s a bit  like running lightning into a dead body and expect ing it  to wake up.
It  would be nice, but it ’s not what happens. What they are right  now, though, stem cells, is an
extremely useful tool for studying Hunt ington’s disease. In part icular these fellows called IPS cells,
which stands for Induced pluripotent Stem cells. Basically you take a skin sample f rom a pat ient
with HD, or with a mutat ion. From it , you turn the cells backwards into stem cells. Then you can
turn them forward into neurons. Now, unt il now, the only way we could get living neurons that  were
human was either by buying them from a shop, an online store. In which case they’re nothing to do
with Hunt ington’s disease and nothing to do with real pat ients. Or to use animal neurons. So you
can take an HD animal and extract  the brain cells f rom it . But what you can’t  do is st ick your hand
into pat ients’ brains, take out the brain cells, look at  them under the microscope and test  drugs on
them. What IPS cells are enabling us to do now for the f irst  t ime ever is to have actual cells that
contain the real DNA of real pat ients, but behave and look exact ly like neurons. So we can test
drugs on them. We can look at  them in incredible detail and say ìWhat ’s going wrong in
theseneurons?î This really is an incredible advance. Believe it  or not, this year and last  year is the
f irst  t ime it ’s been possible. It ’s thanks to the big mult inat ional stem cell consort ium which involves
people f rom all over the world. So Lisa Ellerby was the person who spoke to us about that , as well
as Leslie Thompson, f rom California. So, Lisa was at  great pains to point  out that  this is not a
treatment yet . It  may be, but we’re talking at  least  a decade, probably more. But what they are right
now, def initely, 100%, is a really valuable research tool for studying Hunt ington’s and test ing these
drugs. Because it ’s excit ing ñ this is Lisa Ellerby by the way, who confessed that as well as pool,
she was a big fan of  wearing tutus. On day two of  our EuroBuzz we interviewed Lisa as well, so do
take a look at  that  video, because Lisa’s really good at  explaining what stem cells are, what she did
and how these will be useful research tools. I believe that is all I have to say. Thank you for giving
me some extra minutes, and thank you for your at tent ion. [Applause]
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